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Mnuchin’s Comments on Yuan; Singapore’s Core Inflation


Mnuchin says there would be no announcement on the yuan issue before a
regular Treasury FX policy report due in April



Donald Trump declares China the "grand champions" of currency manipulation



Singapore’s MAS core inflation accelerates to 1.5% yoy in January



SGD remains susceptible to potential declines in EUR given a tight correlation

Asia Overview - Most EM Asian currencies advanced versus the dollar during
Thursday’s Asian session, led by the KRW. The Korean government announced
measures to promote private spending. The INR gained modestly yesterday.
Moody’s said in a statement that the demonetisation move has led to a slowdown in
the nation’s economic activity. The TWD rallied slightly amid equity inflows. The
island’s industrial production increased 2.77% yoy in January compared to market
estimate of a 2.95% gain. The IDR and THB rose 0.1% on Thursday. BI Governor
Agus Martowardojo said Thursday that the central bank revised down its forecasts of
Q1 GDP growth to below 5.05% on external uncertainty. BoT Governor Veerathai
Santiprabhob said Thursday that the THB’s strength is not beneficial to economic
recovery. The MYR was little changed Thursday. Meanwhile, the CNH slid slightly
but recouped its losses and gained somewhat in NY session. The CNY was little
changed before appreciating about 0.2% in onshore evening trading hours. The
deliverable SGD and JPY strengthened modestly overnight. We expect other EM
Asian currencies to follow suit on Friday.
Regional equity indices were mixed on Thursday. China’s SHCOMP index slid
0.30%, while India’s SENSEX index advanced 0.10%. Korea’s KOSPI index edged
up 0.05% with foreign investors purchasing a net USD 10.9mn of local shares
yesterday. In the meantime, Taiwan’s TWSE index declined 0.10% although global
funds added to their holdings in local main board shares by TWD 4.89bn (USD
159.1mn) on Thursday. Malaysia’s KLCI index, Thailand’s SET index closed down
0.21% and 0.30% respectively. However, Indonesia’s JCI index edged up 0.26% in
spite of USD 18.5mn of equity outflows.
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USD/CNY Spot: Range-Trading Since Mid-Jan.

Source: Bloomberg & Scotiabank FX Strategy

Scotiabank S$NEER and S$NEER Policy Band

China and U.S. • U.S. Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin said on Thursday that
there would be no announcement on the yuan issue before a regular Treasury report
due in April as the Treasury Department would proceed with the normal process of
determining if China was manipulating its exchange rate.
Hours after Mnuchin’s comments, U.S. President Donald Trump declared China the
"grand champions" of currency manipulation in an exclusive interview with Reuters.
The CNY and some other Northeast Asian currencies such as the KRW and TWD
are expected to remain relatively steady before U.S. Treasury Department releases
the semi-annual FX report in April. USD/CNY has range-traded since mid-January. In
addition, we believe China will prioritize economic, financial and social stability ahead
of a twice-a-decade leadership reshuffle at the 19th CPC National Congress.



BoK Governor Lee Ju-yeol said yesterday morning after the policy decision
that it would hurt Korean shipments to China if its larger neighbor was
named a currency manipulator.
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EUR/USD 3M 25 Delta Risk Reversal vs. 10Y
Bund-OAT Yield Spread (Inverted)

Singapore • The MAS is expected to stay on hold in April, maintaining the rate of
appreciation of the S$NEER policy band at zero percent with the width and the
centerline of the policy band unchanged.




The city state’s MAS core inflation accelerated to 1.5% yoy in January from
1.2% the previous month on account of the increase in electricity tariffs and
higher services inflation.
On Monday, Singapore’s finance minister Heng Swee Keat unveiled an
Source: Bloomberg & Scotiabank FX Strategy
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expansionary budget for FY2017, providing near-term support measures to address sector-specific needs and catering to the
CFE’s strategies for the medium to longer term.
The MAS said in a statement dated on 23 February that the core inflation is expected to average 1-2% for the whole of 2017 compared
to 0.9% the previous year. The S$NEER is now trading slightly above the centreline of S$NEER policy band according to our estimate.
Mounting MAS core inflation could see the S$NEER rising further in the medium term.
Given a long-held tight correlation, the SGD will remain susceptible to potential declines in the EUR in the weeks ahead due to the
upcoming French presidential election.
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